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Abstract
We construct a family Inε(f)t of continuous stochastic processes that converges in
the sense of finite dimensional distributions to a multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral IHn (f1
⊗n
[0,t])
with respect to the fractional Brownian motion. We assume that H > 12 and we prove
our approximation result for the integrands f in a rather general class.
2000 AMS Classification Numbers: 60B10, 60F05, 60H05.
Key words: multiple stochastic integrals, limit theorems, fractional Brownian mo-
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1 Introduction
A first result concerning the approximation of iterated stochastic integrals has been given in
[1]. Consider (Xε)ε>0 a family of semimartingales with paths in the Skorohod space D([0, 1])
that converges weakly in this space to another semimartingale X, as ε tends to zero. It has
∗The author is supported by the grant MEC-FEDER Ref. MTM2006-06427.
†Associate member of the team Samos, Universite´ de Panthe´on-Sorbonne Paris 1
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been proven in [1] that the couple (Xε, [Xε,Xε]) converges weakly inD([0, 1]) as ε→ 0 to the
couple (X, [X,X]) ([X,X] denotes the usual semimartingale bracket) if and only if for every
m ≥ 1 the vector (J1(X
ε), . . . , Jm(X
ε)) converges weakly in D([0, 1]) as ε→ 0 to the vector




ε)). This result shows that in order to obtain (joint) weak convergence of
iterated Itoˆ integrals we need the convergence of Xε to X but also the convergence of the
second order variations. When our semimartingale is the Wiener process, there are many
examples of families of processes with absolutely continuous paths converging weakly to it
in the topology of C([0, 1]). In this case it is obvious that we do not have convergence of the
quadratic variations of such families to the quadratic variations of the Brownian motion.
This led to the problem of approximating iterated stochastic integrals with respect to the
Browniam motion and later, with respect to the fractional Brownian motion.
Let us recall some relatively recent results concerning the approximation of iter-
ated integrals with respect to a standard Brownian motion by a family of processes with





such that (ρε)ε>0 converges weakly in C0([0, 1]) (the space of continuous function on [0, 1]
which are null at zero) to the Wiener process. We will discuss two main examples: the









, where {ξk} is a sequence of independent, identi-
cally distributed random variables satisfying E(ξ1) = 0 and Var(ξ1) = 1 (these kernels are











where N = {N(s); s ≥ 0} is a standard Poisson process (these kernels are usually called
Stroock kernels or Kac-Stroock kernels because they were introduced by Kac in [6] and used
by Stroock, [10], in order to obtain weak approximations of the Brownian motion). In [2]
the authors proved that, for a suitable function f defined on [0, 1]⊗n, the family of multiple








f(t1, . . . , tn)θε(t1) · · · θε(tn)dt1 · · · dtn (1)
converges weakly in C0([0, 1]) to the nth multiple Stratonovich integral of f1
⊗n
[0,t] with respect
to the standard Brownian motion. This is somehow expected because the Stratonovich
integral usually satisfies the differential rules of the deterministic calculus. In order to
obtain as a limit a multiple Itoˆ integral (which has zero expectation) one needs to subtract
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the “trace” of I1nε(f), that means, to suppress the values on the diagonals. This following




f(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
n∏
i, j = 1
i 6= j









i, j = 1
i 6= j
I{|xi−xj |>ε}dx1 · · · dxn, (2)
converges weakly, in the sense of finite dimensional distributions (and in C0([0, 1]) for n = 2),
to the nth multiple Itoˆ integral In(f1
⊗n
[0,t]). Let us consider now the problem of approximating
the fractional Brownian motion (BHt )t∈[0,1] and the multiple integrals with respect to it.
Recall that the fractional Brownian motion is a centered Gaussian process with covariance
R(t, s) = 12 (t
2H + s2H − |t − s|2H) with H ∈ (0, 1). It can be also expressed as a Wiener
integral with respect to a Wiener process W by BH =
∫ t
0 KH(t, s)dWs where KH is a
deterministic kernel defined on the set {0 < s < t} and given by































. From this representation
and the weak convergence of ρε to W it follows that (see [3]) for any H ∈ (0, 1) the family




KH(t, s)θε(s)ds, t ∈ [0, 1]
converges weakly as ε → 0 in C0([0, 1]) to B
H . When H > 12 the paths of ηε are even




f(t1, . . . , tn)dηε(t1) · · · dηε(tn) (4)
converges as ε→ 0 in C0([0, 1]) to the multiple Stratonovich integral of order n of the func-
tion f1⊗n[0,t] with respect to B
H . The purpose of this work is to give an approximation result
for the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals IHn (f1
⊗n
[0,t]) with respect to the fractional Brownian
motion, for the integrand f in a rather general class of functions. Note that, as we recall in
Section 2, the multiple fractional integral IHn can be expressed as a multiple Wiener-Itoˆ in-




































1{|xi−xj |>ε}dx1 . . . dxn
converges, in the sense of finite dimensional distributions, to (IHn (f1
⊗n
[0,t]))t∈[0,1]. Due to the
rather complicate expression of the operator Γ
(n)
H this result cannot be deduced from the
result in [4] since the transfer principle for multiple fractional integrals actually implies that
IHn (f1
⊗n
[0,t]) is equal to In(g(t, ·)1
⊗n
[0,t]) with some function g depending on f . Because of the
appearance of the variable t in the argument of g, the main result in [4] cannot be directly
applied. Another particularity of the multiple fractional integrals is that the expectation
EIH1 (1A)I
H
1 (1B) is not zero when A and B are disjoint subsets of [0, 1] and this fact makes
the proofs considerably more complex than in the standard Brownian motion case.
We structured our paper in the following way. Section 2 contains some preliminar-
ies on multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals and multiple integrals with respect to the fractional
Brownian motion. In Section 3 we prove our approximation result. We first regard the case
when the integrand is a step function. We separated the case n = 2 and n ≥ 3 because
in the first case the proof is less complex and more intuitive and it helps to understand
the general case. Finally we extend our result from simple functions to a bigger class of
functions.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals
In this paragraph we describe the basic elements of calculus on Wiener chaos. Let (Wt)t∈[0,1]
be a classical Wiener process on a standard Wiener space (Ω,F ,P). If f ∈ L2([0, 1]n) with
n ≥ 1 integer, we introduce the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral of f with respect to W . We
refer to [7] for a detailed exposition of the construction and the properties of multiple
Wiener-Itoˆ integrals.





where the coefficients satisfy ci1,...,im = 0 if two indices ik and il are equal and the sets




ci1,...,imW (Ai1) . . . W (Aim)
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where we put W ([a, b]) = Wb −Wa. It can be seen that the application Im constructed
above from Sm to L
2(Ω) is an isometry on Sm , i.e.
E [In(f)Im(g)] = n!〈f, g〉L2([0,1]n) if m = n (5)
and
E [In(f)Im(g)] = 0 if m 6= n.










f(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)).
Since the set Sn is dense in L
2([0, 1]n) for every n ≥ 1 the mapping In can be
extended to an isometry from L2([0, 1]n) to L2(Ω) and the above properties hold true for









f(t1, . . . , tn)dWt1 . . . dWtn ;
here the integrals are of Itoˆ type; this formula is easy to show for elementary functions f ,
and follows for general f ∈ L2([0, 1]n) by a density argument.
The product for two multiple integrals says that (see [7]): if f ∈ L2([0, 1]n) and












Im+n−2l(f ⊗l g) (6)
where the contraction f ⊗l g belongs to L
2([0, 1]m+n−2l) for l = 0, 1, . . . ,m ∧ n and it is
given by




f(s1, . . . , sn−l, u1, . . . , ul)g(t1, . . . , tm−l, u1, . . . , ul)du1 . . . dul. (7)
When l = 0, we will denote, throughout this paper, by f ⊗ g := f ⊗0 g.
2.2 Multiple fractional integrals
Let us introduce here the multiple integrals with respect to the fractional Brownian motion.
We follow the approach in [8] (see also [7] and [9]). Let f ∈ L1([0, 1]n) and for every














f(t1, . . . , tn)∏n
j=1(tj − xj)
1−α
dt1 . . . dtn
for every x1, . . . , xn ∈ [0, t] with t ∈ [0, 1].
We have the following properties:
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• if f = f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn with fi ∈ L
1([0, 1]) then
(Iα,nt− f)(x1, . . . , xn) = (I
α,1
t− f1)(x1) . . . (I
α,1
t− fn)(xn)
for every x1, . . . , xn ∈ [0, t].




















(s) = KH(t, s) (8)
where KH is the standard kernel of the fractional Brownian motion (3).
We introduce the space |H|⊗n of measurable functions f : [0, 1]n → R such that
∫
[0,1]2n






 du1 · · · dundv1 · · · dvn <∞
where ψ(s, t) = H(2H − 1)|s − t|2H−2.
Remark 1 For any H > 12 we have (see [7], [8])
L2([0, 1]n) ⊂ L
1
H ([0, 1]n) ⊂ |H|⊗n .
Define the operator Γ
(n)
H : |H|
⊗n → L2([0, 1]n)
(Γ
(n)



























j )(t1, . . . , tn)
(9)
Then the operator Γ
(n)
H is an isometry between |H|
⊗n and L2([0, 1]n) where we endow the










 du1 · · · dundv1 · · · dvn.
Note that
• if f = 1[0,b] then by (8)
(Γ
(1)














2 1[0,b])(s) = KH(b, s)
• if f = 1(a,b] then (Γ
(1)
H 1(a,b])(s) = KH(b, s)−KH(a, s).
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• If fi ∈ |H| (i = 1, .., n) then
Γ
(n)
H (f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn) = Γ
(1)
H f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Γ
(1)
H fn. (10)
Let f ∈ |H|⊗n. Then we define the multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integral of f with respect
to the fractional Brownian motion by
IHn (f) = In(Γ
(n)f) (11)
where In denotes the standard Wiener-Itoˆ integral with respect to the Wiener process as
defined above. Note that Γ(n)f ∈ L2([0, 1]n).
3 Approximation of multiple fractional Wiener integrals




KH(t, s)θε(s)ds, t ∈ [0, 1] (12)
where θε is such that
∫ t
0 θε(s)ds converges weakly in the topology of the space C0([0, 1]) to
the standard Brownian motion.
Lemma 1 Let θε be either the Kac-Stroock kernels or the Donsker kernels. Then the family
of processes ηε converges weakly in C0([0, 1]) as ε → 0 to the fractional Brownian motion
BH for any H ∈ (0, 1).
Proof: It has been proved in [3], Proposition 2.1.
Denote, for every ε > 0
























gε(x1, . . . , xn)dx1 . . . dxn. (14)
Remark 2 Note that it follows from a result in [9] that, if f ∈ Lq([0, 1]) for some q > 1H
7








∣∣∣(Γ(n)H f1⊗n[0,t])(x1, . . . , xn)− (Γ(n)H f1⊗n[0,s])(x1, . . . , xn)







∣∣∣(Γ(n)H f1⊗n[0,t])(x1, . . . , xn)− (Γ(n)H f1⊗n[0,s])(x1, . . . , xn)



















where for the last inequality we used Theorem 3.2 in [9].
We first prove the following result.
Lemma 2 Let f be a simple function of the form
f(x1, . . . , xn) =
m∑
k=1
αk1∆k(x1, . . . , xn) (15)








k ] such that for
every k = 1, . . . ,m, (aik, b
i
k] are disjoint intervals (i = 1, . . . , n). Then the finite dimensional




















dx1 . . . dxn ,





























































































































k ∧ t, xi)−KH(a
i











k ∧ t)− ηε(a
i
k ∧ t)).
and then for every fixed t1, . . . , tr ∈ [0, 1] the vector (Y
ε(f)t1 , . . . , Y
ε(f)tr) converges as in
the statement because by Lemma 1 ηε converges weakly to the fractional Brownian motion.
Remark 3 Let f be a simple function. It can be seen that (here ∂1KH denotes the partial



















f(t1, . . . , tn)dηε(t1) · · · dηε(tn).
Therefore Y ε(f) coincides with I3nε defined by (4).
Note also that in the case of multiple Wiener-Itoˆ integrals (H = 12) the random variable
Y ε(f)t coincides with Inε(f)t for ε small enough if f is a simple function.
3.1 The case n = 2
Let us consider first the case of a multiple integral in the second Wiener chaos. Suppose




















k] are disjoint intervals. In this case, by using the
product formula for multiple stochastic integrals (6), the multiple integral of f with respect























































The main difference with respect to the case of the standard Brownian motion is given by
the fact that the scalar product in H of two indicator functions of disjoint intervals is not
zero anymore.






























































Note that, using the properties of the transfer operator Γ
(2)







































k ∧ t)− ηε(a
2
k ∧ t))























Next we will discuss the behavior as ε→ 0 of the second term. We need the following
lemma, which will play an important role in the sequel.
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where {N(t); t ≥ 0} is a standard Poisson process. We have
E (Yε − Y )
2 = E (Yε)

















































(x1−x2)1{0<x1−x2<ε} = g ∗ ϕε(x1)





ε2 is an approximation of the identity. Therefore the convolution
g ∗ ϕε converges to g in L





f(x)g(x)dx = Y .









dx1dx2dx3dx4f(x1)g(x2)f(x3)g(x4)E (θε(x1) . . . θε(x4)) 1{|x1−x2|<ε}1{|x3−x4|<ε}




































×1{|x2−x1|<ε}1{|x4−x3|<ε}1A(x1, x2, x3, x4)
where we denoted by A = {{x1 ∨x2 < x3 ∧x4}∪ {x3 ∨x4 < x1 ∧x2}}
C . We begin studying
the convergence of the term Iε2 . In the set A, there are 16 possible orders for the variables
x1, x2, x3, x4. We will make the calculation for the case x1 < x3 < x2 < x4 but for the other






















































When we integrate the first integral with respect to dx3dx4 and the second integral with












This implies that Iε2 converges to 0, by using the dominated convergence theorem.
Let us regard the behavior of the term Iε1 . This term will give the convergence of






























































where (ξk) is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables satisfying
E(ξ1) = 0 and E(ξ
2
1) = 1 with E(ξ
2n











































































such that (k(x1, ε) − 1)ε
2 ≤ x1 < k(x1, ε)ε
2. Then 0 ≤ x1 − (k(x1, ε) − 1)ε
2 < ε2 and this
implies that (k(x1, ε)− 1)ε


















. We have that,
























1[(k−1)ε2,kε2)4(x1, x2, x3, x4)
:= G1ε(x1, x2, x3, x4) +G
2
ε(x1, x2, x3, x4) +G
3
ε(x1, x2, x3, x4) +G
4






























ε(x1, x2, x3, x4)1{|x1−x2|<ε}1{|x3−x4|<ε}







The convergence of J1ε : Fix x1 and x3 in [0, 1]. Then for every ε > 0 close to zero, there exist










+ 1} such that k(x1, ε) 6= j(x3, ε),
(k(x1, ε) − 1)ε
2 ≤ x1 < k(x1, ε)ε
2 and (j(x3, ε) − 1)ε
2 ≤ x3 < j(x3, ε)ε
2, this implies that
(k(x1, ε)− 1)ε
2 → x1 and (j(x3, ε)− 1)ε
























The convergence of J2ε and J
3
ε : Fix x1 and x2 in [0, 1]. Then for every ε > 0 close










+ 1} such that
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k(x1, ε) 6= j(x2, ε), (k(x1, ε)− 1)ε
2 ≤ x1 < k(x1, ε)ε
2 and (j(x2, ε)− 1)ε
2 ≤ x2 < j(x2, ε)ε
2,
this implies that (k(x1, ε)− 1)ε
2 → x1 and (j(x2, ε) − 1)ε
























The convergence of J4ε : Fix x1 in [0, 1]. Then for every ε > 0 close to zero, there exist





+ 1} such that (k(x1, ε) − 1)ε
2 ≤ x1 < k(x1, ε)ε
2, this implies that
(k(x1, ε)− 1)ε

































We will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 4 Let us consider a family of stochastic processes (Xε)t∈[0,1] converging as ε→ 0 to
(Xt)t∈[0,1] in the sense of finite dimensional distributions and a family of stochastic processes
(Y ε)t∈[0,1] such that for every t ∈ [0, 1] the sequence of random variables Y
ε
t converges, as
ε→ 0 to Yt in L
2(Ω) where Yt is a constant for every t. Then X
ε+Y ε converges to X +Y
in the sense of finite dimensional distributions.
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Proof: Fix t1, . . . , tr ∈ [0, 1] and let us show that the vector(
Xεt1 + Y
ε






converges in law to the vector
(Xt1 + Yt1 , . . . ,Xtr + Ytr) .




































− E (g(Xt1 + Yt1 , . . . ,Xtr + Ytr)) |.




















(Y εt1 − Yt1)




and the second one converges to zero as ε → 0 because, by Slutsky’s theorem, Xε + Y
converges to X + Y in the sense of finite dimensional distributions.
We obtain the following result:
Proposition 1 Let f ∈ S2 and let I2ε(f)t be given by (17). Then (I2ε(f)t)t∈[0,1] converges








Proof: Recall the expressions (16) and (18) of IH2 (f1
⊗2
[0,t]) and I2ε(f)t. By Lemma 2 the
first term in (16) converges in the sense of finite dimensional distributions to the first term


























































The above Lemma 4 gives the conclusion.
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3.2 The case n ≥ 3
In the case of multiple integrals of order n ≥ 3, the structure of Inε(f)t is more complex
because of the appearance of all diagonals. The first step is to express the multiple integral
of a tensor product of one-variable functions.
Lemma 5 Let f1, . . . , fn ∈ H. Then

















 〈fk1, fk2〉H · · · 〈fk2l−1 , fk2l〉H.
Proof: We will prove the result by induction. For n = 1, 2 it is trivial. Let us show how
it works for n = 3 because it is useful to understand the general case. We have, using (10),
(11) and the product formula for multiple integrals (6)























































































































1 (f2) + 〈f2, f3〉HI
H






Concerning the general case, assume that (24) holds for 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Again by the
multiplication formula (6),

































































































×〈fk1, fk2〉H . . . 〈fk2l−1 , fk2l〉H
)
〈fi, fn〉H
and it is not difficult to see that the last quantity is equal to the right side of (24).
The next auxiliary two lemmas will be used in the proof of the main result.
Lemma 6 Suppose that (Xεt )t∈[0,1] is a family of stochastic processes whose finite dimen-
sional distributions converges to the finite dimensional distributions of a stochastic processes
(Xt)t≥0. Suppose also that (Y
ε
s,t)s,t∈[0,1] is a two-parameter stochastic process such that for
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every s, t ∈ [0, 1] we have that Y εs,t converge in L
2(Ω) to as,t, when ε tends to 0, where as,t
is a real constant. Then for every t1, . . . , tr1 ∈ [0, 1] and s1, . . . , sr2 , u1, . . . , ur2 ∈ [0, 1] the
vector
(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1




converges weakly to the vector
(Xt1 , . . . ,Xtr1 , as1,u1, . . . , asr2 ,ur2 ).




f(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1












f(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1







f(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1





f(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1









(Y εs1,u1 − as1,u1)






f(Xεt1 , . . . ,X
ε
tr1




f(Xt1 , . . . ,Xtr1 , as1,u1, . . . , asr2 ,ur2 )
)
|.
The first term converges to zero because Y εs,t converge in L
2(Ω) to as,t and the second one
converge to 0 because the finite dimensional distributions of (Xεt )t∈[0,1] converge weakly to
those of (Xt)t≥0.
Lemma 7 Let fi ∈ L










hε(x1, . . . , xn)dx1 · · · dxn
where θε are the Kac-Stroock’s or the Donsker’s kernels and we assume that for every ε > 0,
|hε(x1, . . . , xn)| ≤ 1 for every x1, . . . , xn ∈ [0, 1]. Then
E(F 2ε ) −→
ε→0
0. (25)





ε2 and fj := fj−n for every j = n + 1, . . . , 2n. We introduce some operators
on the set of permutations. Sk denote the set of permutations on 1, ..., k. When τ ∈ S2m
and σ ∈ Sm, we note σ ⋆ τ the element of S2m defined by
σ ⋆ τ(2j − 1) = τ(2σ(j) − 1) and σ ⋆ τ(2j) = τ(2σ(j)).
We have id ⋆ τ = τ and σ′ ⋆ (σ ⋆ τ) = (σ′σ) ⋆ τ , hence ⋆ : Sm × S2m → S2m defines
a (right) group action of Sm on S2m. For any τ ∈ S2m, the orbit of τ has exactly m!
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elements. Consequently, the set O of the orbits under the group action ⋆ has (2m)!m! elements
and we have, by denoting τi one particular element of the orbit oi = o(τi) ∈ O : for


















Then for any ε > 0, we have







































 dx1 . . . dx2n.
Among the addends of the last term there are two possible situations.
• On one hand we have terms of the type:∫
[0,1]4
1{x3>x4}|f2τi(k)−1(x1)||f2τi(k)(x2)|Qε (x1 − x2)






1{x1>x2}|f2τi(j)−1(x1)||f2τi(j)(x2)|Qε (x1 − x2) dx1dx2,
where τi(k) > τi(k
′) + 1.
Notice that, using (26)(as in [5]), we obtain∫
[0,1]2






Moreover, given hi ∈ L
2([0, 1]), i = 1, . . . , 4, we have that∫
[0,1]4
|h1(x1)||h2(x2)||h3(x3)||h4(x4)|1{0<x1−x2<ε}1{0<x1−x3<ε}














The term A1ε converges to zero by using the same manner of the convergence of I
ε
2 in













4(x4)1{0<x1−x3<ε}1{ε<x3−x4}Qε (x1 − x2)Qε (x3 − x4) dx1dx2dx3dx4
)
.
Integrating with respect to x2 and x4 in the first addend we obtain the convergence
to zero by using the dominated convergence theorem. Moreover, using the fact that
for y > ε, Qε(y) ≤ e
−2, and integrating after with respect to x3 and x1 we can bound







that clearly converge also to zero.
• We have also terms of the type:∫
[0,1]6
1{x1>x4}|f2τi(k)−1(x1)||f2τi(k)(x4)|Qε (x1 − x4)
× 1{x2>x5}|f2τi(k′)−1(x2)||f2τi(k′)(x5)|Qε (x2 − x5)







1{x1>x2}|f2τi(j)−1(x1)||f2τi(j)(x2)|Qε (x1 − x2) dx1dx2,
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where τi(k) > τi(k
′) + 1 > τi(k
′′) + 2.
But, using arguments similar to those presented in the previous situation it is not
difficult to see that also this type of terms converges to zero.
Combining the above convergences we conclude that E(F 2ε ) converges to zero and
thus the Lemma 7 satisfied.
2) Assume now that θε are Donsker kernels. For any m ≥ 3





1[(k−1)ε2,kε2)m(x1, . . . , xm).






such that (k(x1, ε)−1)ε
2 ≤ x1 < k(x1, ε)ε
2, this implies that (k(x1, ε)−1)ε
2 → x1 as ε→ 0.
























fj(xj)dxj converges to fj(x1).




On the other hand, if we denote by










Fix xσ(2j+1) ∈ [0, 1] for any j = 0, . . . , n− 1. Then for every ε > 0 close to zero, there exist





+ 1} such that
k(xσ(2j+1), ε) 6= k(xσ(2j′+1), ε) ∀j
′ 6= j and (k(xσ(2j+1), ε)−1)ε
2 ≤ xσ(2j+1) < k(xσ(2j+1), ε)ε
2
this implies that (k(xσ(2j+1), ε)− 1)ε



















dxσ(1)dxσ(3) . . . dxσ(2n−1).
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Moreover, this last term converges to∫
[0,1]n








dxσ(1)dxσ(3) . . . dxσ(2n−1) = 0. (28)




is written as a sum of terms
of type Gε,m or G¯σ,ε we conclude that
E(F 2ε ) −→
ε→0
0
We can state now our approximation result for multiple fractional integrals when
the integrand is a simple function.
Proposition 2 Let f be a simple function of the form (15). Then the finite dimensional




































































































































k1, . . . , k2l = 1;
kj distinct
1{|xk1−xk2|<ε}
· · · 1{|xk2l−1−xk2l|<ε}




















 1{|x1−x2|<ε}1{|x1−x3|<ε}1A(x1, . . . , xn)
where A is a Borel subset of [0, 1]⊗n. It will converge to zero by using Lemma 7 for























k1, . . . , k2l = 1;
kj distinct
1{|xk1−xk2|<ε}
· · · 1{|xk2l−1−xk2l|<ε}





First we note that by Lemma 2 the first term in the above expression converges in the sense















































 1{|xj1−xj2 |<ε} · · · 1{|xj2l−1−xj2l |<ε}
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we can write, for every j1, . . . , j2l = 1, . . . , n distinct
∫
[0,1]n

































































































































The conclusion follows by using Lemma 6 and the results obtained for the case n = 2.
We state now our main result.
Theorem 1 Let f be a function in the space |H|⊗n. Then the finite dimensional distri-








Proof: It is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 in [4], of the isometry of
multiple integrals and of the fact that the simple functions are dense in |H|⊗n since for
every t ∈ [0, 1] it holds (see Section 2.2 in [4])
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